
 

     EL NORTE (THE NORTH) is a 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library. Below is 

Kino Ken’s review of that epic film. 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible *****  

 

Mexico / United States   1983   color   140 minutes   subtitled live action epic feature drama 

in Ki’iche, Spanish, and English   Independent Productions, Inc. / Corporation for Public 

Broadcasting / Public Television Stations   Producer: Anna Thomas    

 

Points: 

2        Direction: Gregory Nava* 

1        Editing: Betsy Blankett 

2        Cinematography: James Glennon*    Additional Photography: Gregory Nava* 

2        Lighting 

1        Screenplay: Gregory Nava, Anna Thomas 

2        Music: Jose Avila (“Raiz Viva”), Gerardo Tamez (“Tierra Mestiza”), Jose Alfredo Jimenez 

                       (“El Rey” and “La Enorma Distancia”), Domenico Modugno of “Volare” fame 

                       (“Meraviglioso”), Giuseppe Verdi (“Overture” to La Traviata), Gustav Mahler 

                       (excerpt from Symphony No. 4, Third Movement), Johann Strauss, Jr. 

                       (“Emperor Waltz”), Krzysztof Penderecki (Cello Concerto excerpt and De Natura 

                        Sonoris excerpt)  

2        Set Design: David Wasco* 

          Props: Hilary Wright, Daniel Lemus Valenzuela 

2        Sound: Robert Yerington*     Sound Design: Michael Moore* 

          Sound Editors: David Kern, Barbara Noble, Sheila Amos, Baird Bryant, Keva Rosenfeld 

          Animal Trainer: Ron Oxley* 

          Casting: Bob Morones, Toni-Conchita Rios, Jean Gill 

2        Acting 



1        Creativity 

17 total points 

 

Cast: Ernesto Gomez Cruz (Arturo Xuncax, father of Enrique and Rosa), David Villalpando* 

(Enrique Xuncax, brother to Rosa), Zaide Silvia Gutiérrez* (Rosa Xuncax, sister to Enrique), 

Alicia del Lago (Lupe Xuncax, mother of Enrique and Rosa), Miguel Gomez Giron (Informer), 

Jose Martin Ruano (Foreman), Stella Quan* (Josefita, godmother to Enrique and Rosa),  

Eraclio Zepeda (Pedro, godfather to Enrique and Rosa), Daniel Lemus Valenzuela 

(Encarnacion), Rodrigo Puebla* (El Puma, a soldier), Yosahandi Navarrete Quan  

(Josefita’s daughter), Rodolfo Alexandre* (Ramón), Emilio del Haro (Truck Driver), 

Jorge Moreno* (Old Man on Bus), Palomo Garcia (Coyote at Bus Station), Mike Gomez* 

(Jaime, a Coyote), John Martin* and Ron Joseph* (Border Guards), Abel Franco 

(Raimundo Gutierrez), Trinidad Silva (Monty), Lupe Ontiveros* (Nacha), Young Chung  

(Mr. Chung, sweatshop owner), Gregory Enton (Len, Restaurant Owner), Tony Plana* 

(Carlos, Busboy), Enrique (Jorge, Dishwasher), Momo Yashima* (English teacher), 

Jo Marie Ward (Helen Rogers), Larry Cedar (Bruce, a Waiter), Sheryl Bernstein 

(Karen, Hostess), Diane Civita* (Alice Harper), Mary Armantrout (Nurse), 

George O’Hanlon, Jr. (Dr. Murphy), Pablo Velasquez (Construction Foreman) 

 

     Gregory Nava’s EL NORTE, an American independent film shot in 1983, was the first 

significant Latino production to highlight immigration from Central America to the United 

States. It focuses on two teens forced by political and economic pressures to flee north. 

They are citizens of Guatemala whose parents have been executed as insurrectionists.  

     The boy, Enrique, has committed a murder, though arguably in self-defense. Since his 

victim was a member of the Guatemalan Army, he will not be given an opportunity to present 

his case in court. At that moment in history (early 1980s), there’s civil war raging in 

Guatemala. Capital punishment is administered immediately and irrevocably by the military 

for anyone daring to eliminate a member of its service units. No appeals are permitted. The 

Army looks out for its own, with a vengeance. 

     Peasants of Mayan or other indigenous native backgrounds are specially targeted as 

troublemakers resisting Mestizo authority. They are expected to continue working as cheap 

manual labor on plantations for subsistence wages, a deal not to their benefit or liking. When 

these workers attempt to engage in illegal gun smuggling to equalize resistance armaments 

with government firepower, they are betrayed to a plantation owner by one of their own, a 

peasant played by Miguel Gomez Giron, who gets handsomely paid for his information.  

     In the resulting ambush engineered by a small detachment of army troops, Arturo Xuncax, 

father of Enrique, is killed and decapitated. Co-conspirators meet with prompt death also.         



     Upon hearing automatic weapons being fired, Enrique rushes out to see what is 

happening. He fears the worst. These suspicions are confirmed when he discovers his father’s 

hat on the ground near corpses of other peasants. Further investigation leads to the youth’s 

spotting Arturo’s head hanging from a nearby tree limb. Attempting to liberate it, Enrique is 

seized from behind by a reviving El Puma. This individual has been wounded by Arturo. But 

not, as departing comrades believed, fatally.  

     In their subsequent struggle, Enrique kills his adversary. Now, as son of an executed rebel 

and murderer of a government soldier, the youth must flee for self-preservation. Not, 

however, before collecting funds from sister Rosa, who successfully entreats their godmother 

for financial support.  

     During this interim period of suspense, Lupe, mother of Rosa and Enrique, is seized as a 

suspected accomplice to treason by government forces. They transport her and other likely 

malcontents to temporary detention and presumed permanent disposal. 

     Rosa, apprised by godparents of her mother’s likely fate, determines to join with Enrique 

in flight north. She sees no advantage in remaining at home for the next military roundup and 

mass arrests. 

     Acting on advice of veteran traveler Ramon, who has spent time in Mexico, Enrique and 

Rosa follow mountain trails across the Guatemalan border into Mexico, becoming illegal 

aliens. When questioned by strangers along Mexican highways, they answer as Ramon 

advised, pretending to be natives of Oaxaca. This ploy is an utter failure when they encounter 

a truck driver who happens to have departed from that very city. If these two teens are from 

Oaxaca, why do they wish to travel north to go home? They’re heading in the wrong 

direction, something a real Mexican would surely realize. 

     Finding their subterfuge a complete fiasco, Enrique and Rosa confess to origins from 

outside Mexico. Since they indicate no desire to remain in an impoverished, overcrowded 

country, their new acquaintance is happy to escort them north as far as his predetermined 

destination. There they use a portion of skimpy cash on hand to buy tickets for a bus coach 

heading to border city Tijuana in Baja California. 

     En route, the pair skirmishes with an elderly Mexican man about opening a window. They 

want more fresh air. He can’t stand drafts. Rosa triumphs, her brother adding a final insult 

using a derogatory Mexican Spanish word obtained from his mentor Ramon. Ramon’s lexicon 

of Mexican expletives comes in handy later, too, convincing dubious American border police 

they are just another set of Mexican visa-less visitors. Not refugees from further south. In this 

deception Rosa and Enrique cunningly reinforce preconceptions of authorities by swearing 

heartily and passing themselves off as illiterate peasants.  

     They would not have been trapped in that predicament had coyote Jaime proven  

trustworthy. He had led them across the international border separating Mexico and the 

United States through a hole ripped previously in a metal fence. Once on U.S. soil, Jaime 



showed his true intentions, attempting unsuccessfully to steal their money, then abandoning 

the pair as border patrollers approach.  

     Returned to Tijuana, Enrique sets off again to locate Ramon’s friend Raimundo, while Rosa 

steals food from street vendors to survive. Meeting with better luck on this second attempt, 

Enrique comes back to a temporary shelter with a steak for his sister and news he has 

arranged to cross the border inside derelict sewer pipes connecting Tijuana and San Diego. 

     Those pipes have other occupants which Raimundo knows about but chooses not to 

identify. He simply alerts his young petitioner of the hellish nature of what the two 

Guatemalans will encounter as they journey through them.  

     Occurring at the midpoint of Nava’s film, this passage is unforgettably horrifying, so 

viewers should proceed at their own psychological risk. 

     Once arrived at the northern end of the pipelines, Enrique and Rosa are reunited with 

Raimundo. He’s apparently a frequent international crosser with necessary legal 

authorizations.  

     After driving his refugees to a motel in Los Angeles, Raimundo leaves them there to 

become a cash investment of Monty, a Latino who alternates among a variety of jobs as 

horticulturalist, landlord, babysitter management supervisor, and go-between for employers 

of illegal aliens and newly arrived undocumented workers.  

     The final third of the film treats of Rosa and Enrique’s unlike experiences in the United 

States as what director Nava calls “shadows” who perform necessary jobs but lack any legal 

standing, facing possible deportation at every moment. It tragically cycles back to the 

opening episode, somewhat too tidily, upsetting viewer expectation and violating the 

popular axiom to always insure the most sympathetic character in a film ultimately achieves 

his or her goal. That doesn’t happen here, a major shortcoming in an otherwise instructive 

and emotionally harrowing film. 

     Gregory Nava’s direction of inexperienced actors and non-professionals is exemplary. Lead 

performances of David Villalpando as progressively disillusioned Enrique Xuncax and of Zaide 

Silvia Gutiérrez playing spirited, less materialistic sister Rosa, are sensitive delineations, 

movingly eloquent despite physically exhausting demands placed upon them and horrific 

ordeals required by the screenplay co-scripted by Gregory Nava and producing partner Anna 

Thomas. They engage viewer partnership in a grueling odyssey to the extent of creating total 

identification with central beleaguered characters. Supporting players make memorable 

contributions too, particularly Lupe Ontiveros as a helpfully assimilating fellow Latina in L.A., 

Rodrigo Puebla’s Chuck Norris clone, and Mike Gomez as a coyote who is every refugee’s 

worst nightmare.   

     Exceptional music from classical and folk traditions underpin key moments: Johann 

Strauss, Jr.’s Emperor Waltz is matched with a scene inside one of L.A.’s swanky restaurants, 

Mahler coupled with a final family reunion, Penderecki used to depict the nocturnal rodent 



underworld, mariachi deployed for a Mexican tire blowout. All used very effectively to 

enhance comedy or drama. 

     Lighting and sound evidence utmost technical skill, a major accomplishment considering 

the preponderance of location shooting involved.  

     Whether snaking through village streets representing rural Guatemala, exposing urban 

slum wastelands, or capturing expansive lush hillside vistas and nocturnal metropolitan 

cityscapes through wide-angle overhead shots, camera work of James Glennon and Gregory 

Nava invariably places spectators inside locations, seeing them as Enrique and Rosa do. Yet 

some scenes are much too arty, more crafted than natural, too studied to pass for 

embodiments of pre-Columbian culture or realist documentary.  

     Nor do Nava’s stabs at incorporating elements of magic realism, such as the appearance of 

two antique sisters to Rosa when she least wishes to be observed by anyone, always serve to 

advance narrative or illuminate character. Quite the opposite happens at times. They 

occasionally impede editing flow, particularly when the director employs dream imagery and 

animal totems reflecting shape-shifting, disparate elements that don’t integrate smoothly 

with film through story-lines. 

     Similarly, Nava saddles himself with an unduly eclectic screenplay, ending up with less 

than optimal results and unnecessary complications. It’s neither requisite nor enhancing to 

regard a deer as substitute brother emblem. Repetitive recourse to Mexican obscenities wear 

out novelty value. Parallels with obscure Mayan mythology are lost in non-translation and 

drag out an already overlong film, one fighting a losing battle to stay streamlined. Nava’s 

insistence on rendering overall production as a complete cycle entails adding a coda after the 

film’s devastating climax. That reduces overall impact in direct proportion to the number of 

extra minutes tacked on before end credits role. 

     David Wasco’s reconstruction of Guatemalan exterior designs and costumes is itself a 

formidable attainment wonderfully augmenting atmosphere and credibility. 

     EL NORTE remains, a generation after its initial unveiling, extraordinarily engaging and 

relevant. Issues of immigration from the south, assimilation of foreigners to mainstream 

culture, spiritual vitiation from materialistic pressures, the role of outsiders in a profoundly 

mixed economy — these all continue to dog United States society and policy-makers. EL 

NORTE proposes examining these matters more profoundly, preferably from the perspective 

of those coming to this country rather than that of natives. Its cinematography, acting, sound, 

lighting, and art direction are magnificent examples of film art at its finest. This milestone 

also proves expansive, bloated budgets are not required to generate excellent cinematic 

drama.  

     EL NORTE’s Criterion dvd release includes a one and one-half minute trailer, a highly 

revealing audio commentary by director Nava, an essential fifty-eight minute documentary 

about how the film was made titled “In the Service of the Shadows,” Roger Ebert’s full 1983 



review of the film, an essay by novelist Hèctor Tobar about EL NORTE and its impact, and 

Gregory Nava’s 1972 thirty-minute black-and-white short sound film “The Journal of Diego 

Rodriguez Silva.” That short discloses equally strengths and weaknesses its director will carry 

over into his first feature.  

     Due to graphic gore, obscene language, and an emotionally excruciating sequence in its 

midsection, EL NORTE (THE NORTH) is suitable viewing only for non-squeamish adult 

audiences. For them, it is recommended and requisite. 


